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PRESIDE XT.
WILLIAM F. BASCOM, A.M..
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Rkv. LLIPIIALET WHITTLESEY, A.M.,
PROFESSOR OF RHETORIC AND ENGLISH LITERATURE, AND LECTURER ON EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY.
JOI-IM M. LANGSTON, A.M.,
PROFESSOR OF LAW.
IIox. ALBERT G. KIDDLE,
PROFESSOR OF LAW.
ROBERT REYBURN, A M., M.D.,
PROFESSOR OF TIIE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY, AND CLINICAL AND OPEQATIVE SURGERY.
JOSEPH TABER JOHNSON. A.M., M.D.,
PROFESSOR OF OBSTETRICS AND DISEASES OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN, AND CLINICAL MIDWIFERY.
GIDEON 8. PALMER. A.M., M.D..
PROFESSOR OF PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.
CHARLES 15. PURVIS. A.M., M.D..
PROFESSOR OF MATERIA MEDICA AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.
PHTXEAS H. STRONG, A.M., M.D.,
PROFESSOR OF THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
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ALEXANDER T. AUGUSTA, A.M., M.D.,
PROFESSOR OF DESCRIPTIVE AM ) SURGICAL ANATOMY.
Key. JOHN B. REEVE, D.D.,
PROFESSOR OF BIBLICAL THEOLOGY.
AMZI L. BARBER, A.M.,
PROFESSOR OF NATURAL PIIILOSOFIIY.
Captain MELLVILLE C. WILKINSON, U. S. A.,
MILITARY INSPECTOR AND COMMANDANT OF CADETS.
CYRUS S. RICHARDS. LL.D.,
PRINCIPAL OF PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT.
Rev. DANFORTH B. NICHOLS, A.M.,
LIBRARIAN, CURATOR OF CABINET AND MUSEUM. AND LECTURER ON BIBLICAL GEOGRAPHY AND 
ANTIQUITIES.
Rev. LORENZO WESTCOTT, A.M.,
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS, AND LECTURER ON BIBLICAL INTRODUCTION.
WILLIAM C. TIL DEN, A.M., M.D.,
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY.
Rev. J. FAMES RANKIN, D.D.,
LECTURER ON HOMILETICS AND 1\\ST»'-R\T. THEOLOGY.
Rev. JOHN G. JSl;ri'l,i-iID.D.,
LECTURER ON SACRED HISTORY.
Re v . JOHN M. BROWN, D.D.,
LECTURER ON ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY.
GEORGE W. MITCHELL.
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Major General 0. 0. HOWARD, LL.D.,
PRESIDENT.
AMZI L. BARBER, A.M,
PRINCIPAL.
*X1ks. MARY T. CORNER,
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Miss EMMA L. CRANE,
a s s i s t a n t , i n  c h a r g e  of m o d e l  sch o o l .
-M iss MARIA R. MANN,
MINER p r o f e s s o r , in  c h a r g e  of m in e r  s c h o o l .
WILLIAM H. RICE, A.M.,
A83IITANT.
CHARLES N. OTEY,
a s s is t a n t .
Miss F. E. ISHAM,
t e a c h e r  of d r a w in g .
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N  O  R  M  A  lu G  O  X J1 1  s  F .
GRADUATES, JUNE 1872.
Hewlett, Henry W.,
McClellan, Emanuel,
Nalle, John C.,
Roane, William C.,
Ruffin, Robert D.,
Bainter, Sarah C.,
Brown, Hattie M.,
Roeser, Antonia V.,
Shadd, Eunice B.,
Wilson, Julianna,
Grad nates, 10.
Georgetown, D. C.
Norfolk, Ya. 
Georgetown- D. C. 
Richmoml, Ya. 
York town, Ya.
Washington, D. C. 
Washing!on, I ). 0. 
Washington, I ). (J.
dial ham, ( W. 
Washington, 0. 0.
UNDERGRADUATES. 
MIDDLE CLASS.
Braye, George W., 
Butler, Laurence L.,
Fry, Daniel W„
Gilchrist, David D., 
Hollinsworth, Samuel J., 
Hunt, Robert B., 
Matthews, Geo. M., 
Morris, Daniel,
Payne, Thomas W., 
Smith, Geo. W.,
Auter, Virginia E., 
Baldwin, Elizabeth S., 
Baldwin, Virginia, 
Barker, Medora,
Chase, Ella V.,
Currie, Lillie,
Hale, Sarah J.,
Hobson, Mary,
Ivinkle, Alice W., 
McLemore, Virginia, 
Page, Ellinora,
Norfolk. Ya. 
Georgetown, I). C. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Marion Co., N. C. 
Oswego, N. Y. 
Anne Arundel Co., Md. 
Baltimore, Md. 
Northumberland Co., Aid. 
Wilmington, N- C. 
Washington, D C.
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Princeton, N. J. 
Oxford, Pa. 
Georgctf.wn, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Montgomery, Ala. 
Richmond, Ya. 
Lynchburg, Ya. 
Montgomery, Ala. 
Washington, D. C.
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Looser, Thisuelda C., 
Rumbley, Georgiana, 
'Ward, Rost*,
Wright, Julia A.,
Washington, D. C.
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Washington, D. C. 
Waverly, N. Y.
Middle Class, 25.
J U N I O R  CLASS.
Dibble, Eugene IT., Camden, S. C.
Smith, Annie V., Atlanta, Ga.
Junior Class, 2.
MODEL SCHOOL.
C lass A.
Abraham, Mach,
A lino, U m g .
Aiton, William,
Archer, William L.,
Awah, Choy,
Darker, Eugene S., 
Jhvnt, Payton,
Brvant, Joseph L., 
lhirke, William P„ 
Callaway, Charles, 
Carey, Linton S., 
Carter, Thomas H., 
Edwards, William H„ 
Freeman, Samuel, 
Frisky, James L\, 
Fuller, Richard N., 
Gales, Joseph, 
Henderson, William, 
Jackson, James A., 
Jenkins, James E., 
Johnson, Logan, 
Laws, Robert S., 
Lewis, Walter, 
Moore, William, . 
Nash, William M., 
O’Kelley, Charles P., 
Perkins, William J., 
Robinson, Temple S.,
Washington, 13. C. 
Canton, China. 
Alexandria, Ya. 
Washington, I). C.
Canton, China. 
Georgetown, 1). C. 
Washington, 1). C. 
Alexandria, Va. 
Alexandria, Ya. 
Cleveland, Tenn. 
University Hill, D. C. 
University Hill, D. C. 
Brookville, Mil. 
Washington, 13. C. 
Philadelphia, Penn. 
Charleston, S. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, 13. C 
Jamaeia, L. I. 
Warren tort, Ya. 
Washington, D. C.
Arlington, Ya. 
Washington, 13. C. 
Washington, 13. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Raleigh, N. C. 
Charlestown, Md. 
Washington, D. C.
1 0
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House r, Hugo,
Saunders, William H.,
Scott, Charles W.,
Sears, William G.,
Sing, Leong,
Thom])son, Kobert 13.,
Walden, Islay,
Wall, Edward 0..
Webb, Edward IT.,
Amos, Georgian a,
Baldwin, Anna,
Butcher, Amelia,
Chew, Emma J.,
Cropper, .Jane,
Groves, Plioebe G\,
Habersham, Eliza,
Hagan, Fannie E.,
Lee, Mary E.,
Lewis Jane S.,
Martin, H. Augusta,
Me Cube, Arabella,
Myers, Margaret,
Nichols, Lula,
Nugent, Parralee E.,
Powell, Anna M.,
Scott, Margaret M.,
Shaw, Victoria,
Smith, Emma V.,
Warrick, Mary W.,
White, Gertrude A.,
Class A, 58.
C lass B.
Asliurt, Judson J , 
Bemo, Alson D..
Bland, James A., 
Conkey, Geo. W., 
Dukchart, Francis A., 
Fields, James K., 
Gaines, Richard. I;., 
Gibbs, Thomas V. K., 
Hall, Henry F.,
Hamer, William H. B., 
Hayne, Edgar C.,
Key, EB S..
Lowry, Isaac,
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Canton, China. 
Wa-hington, D. C.
A s l i b o r u i i g h ,  N .  C -
Washington, !>• 0. 
AV.vtown, Mil.
Liberia, Africa. 
Wastiington, 1). C.
Oxford, Penn. 
Washington, I). C. 
Washington, 1>. G. 
University 11 ill, D. G.
Savannah, Ga. 
Williamsport, Penn.
Washington, D. G. 
Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
University Hill, D G.
Snowhill, Md. 
Washington, D. G. 
Washington, D. C. 
Potomac City, D. C. 
Lynchburg, Va. 
Washington, D. C.
Columbia, Ga. 
Indian Territory. 
University Hill, D. C. 
New Castle Co., Del. 
Washington, D. 0.
Atlanta.. Ga. 
Washington, D, C.
Tallahassee, Fla. 
Washington, D. C- 
Washington, D. G. 
Marion Co., S. C. 
Annapolis, Md- 
Washington, D. 0.
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Mason, Charles W., 
Matthews, Reason, 
McXeal. Joshua M., 
Nelson, John E.,
Price, Eugene B.,
Pryor, Joseph, 
Richardson, Dempsie J., 
Sanvinet, James N., 
Sniiiii, Lewis S.,
Whip*, William II., 
Whiting, John C.,
Anderson, Isabella, 
Brooks, Nina,
Bruce, Ellon N., 
Cropper, Clara,
Green, Jane,
Hall, Mavy E ,
Stewart, Anna V.,
Annapolis, Md. 
Washington, D. C. 
Montgomery Co., Ala. 
Washington, 1). C. 
New Haven, Conn. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
New Orleans, La. 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Yorkvillo, S. C. 
Providence, R. I.
Annapolis; Md. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C* 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Cfass 15, 31.
C lass C.
Alexander, Joseph, 
Beeket, James,
Bell, Mark M.,
Boulding, Robert, 
Broooks, Julius.
Butler, William,
Fitcli, Thaddeus,
Gibbs, Burton C., 
Hutchinson, William, 
Jamison, Daniel,
Juniper, Warren, 
Johnson, Isaac,
Johnson, Richard,
Jones, William D., 
Kelley, James,
Mali, Jeremiah,
Moore, James R., 
Nichols, Jessie,
Orrick, Charles,
Ri c hardson, At treal, 
Richardson, Daniel, 
Scott, John R.,
Smith, John F.,
Stephen, Horace, 
Wamack, George W., 
Washington, William H.,
Jefferson, Aucello, Fa. 
Georgetown, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Watertown, Conn. 
Montecello, Fa. 
Syracuse, N. Y. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Savannah, Ga. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Virginia. 
Natal, Africa, 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Winchester, Va. 
Wilmington, N. C. 
Georgetown, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Huntsville, Ala. 
Washington, D. C.
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West, Samuel, Mobile, Ala,
Williams, Alfred, University Ilill, D. C.
Bowley, Sarah J., Baltimore, Md.
Butts, Ermine D., Washington. 13. C.
Farnsworth, Mary E., Washington, D. C.
Hall, Anna B., Washington, D. C.
Johnson, Florence, Washington, D. C.
Johnson, Maggie L., Washington, 13. C.
Leonard, Alice M., University Hill, 13. C.
McDaniel, Truclove, Washington, 1). C.
Randolph, Ella, Washington, 1). C.
Reeler, Clara, Washington, 13. C.
Robinson, Adelo, Baltimore, Md.
Ross, Ella, Washington, 1). C.
Smith, Cornelia, Washington, 1). C.
Tappan, Minnie, Colorado,
Talbert, Anna B., Washington, 13. C.
Webster, Josephine, Washington, D. C.
Class C, M.
Class D .
Arnold, Harry, Washington, D. C.
Butler, John, Georgetown, 1). C.
Cash, Allan, Georgetown, 1). C.
Elkins, Frank, Georgetown, 13. C.
Fleet, Mendelssohn U-, Georgetown, D. ('.
FI e teller,  ^William, Elmira, N. Y.
Givens, Harry, Atlanta, Ga.
Hunter, Napoleon, Washington, 13. C.
Johnson, Allen, Alexandria, Va.
Jones, John M., Savannah, (la.
Lane, Andrew, Raleigh, N. C.
Lomack, Jeremiah, Washington, 13. (J.
Mason, Thomas N., Baltimore. Md.
Nelson, Thomas, Washington, 13. C.
Perrault, Paul, New Orleans, La.
Thizan, Emile, New Orleans, La.
Tyler, James, Washington, 13. 0.
Brady, Martha, Washington, D. C.
Gaither. Rachel E., Washing!mi. !>. C.
1 homes, Mary Id., Washington, 1). 0.
Holmes, Maggie, Washing!on, 13 C.
Loving, Emma, Washington, 13. C.
McDaniel, Sal lie, Washington, 13. C.
McDaniel, Virginia, Washington, I). C.
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Saunders, Clara, 
Warren, Malialy,
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Class D, 26.
MINER SCHOOL
Alvord Samuel P., 
Alvord, John W.,
Brown, Daniel 1\, 
Brown, George A., 
Carter, John M.,
Cook, John,
Curtis, Clifton,
.Dayley, Benjamin, 
Dayley, Ross,
Downing, John P., 
Downing, Philip B., 
Eaton, Paul,
Hays, Alexander, 
Howard, James W., 
Howard, Chancey 0., 
Howard, John,
Hunter, Napoleon, 
Jackson, William M., 
Kiser, Emile,
Perkins, William, 
Larribee, Phil. Sheridan, 
Myers, Charles 0., 
Perrault, Albert,
The/.an, Emile E., 
Taylor, John W „ 
Weaver, Joseph G.,
Wall, Stephen R., 
Williams, Allred, 
Wright, John E., 
Wright, Samuel L., 
Walker. Oimslead Ik, 
Vt-iiii^ !', Charles ()., 
Young, Frederic D.,
Washington, T). C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, 1). C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, 1). C. 
Washington, 1). C. 
Washington, D.C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, I). C. 
Washington, B. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, P. C.
Wyoming Ter. 
Washington, D. C. 
New Orleans, La. 
New Orleans, La. 
Washington. D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, 1). C. 
Washington, D. C.
Brainard, Jennie, 
Brown, Mary L.,
Washington, D. C. 
^Washington, D. 0.
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Balloch, Mary L., 
Carter, Mary,
Drew, Mary,
Driffield, Eliza A., 
Duffield, Harriet IT., 
Eaton, Isabella,
Hunt, Ida W.,
Lewis, Virginia, 
Razin, Adeline,
Bazin, Angeline. 
Siuipson, Harriet 
Sailler, Augusta, 
Thomas, Ella, 
Thompson, Margaret, 
Wall. S Lillie,
Wall, Isabella I., 
Wright, Margaret M.,
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, I). C.
South Carolina. 
Washington, D .C. 
Washington, I>. C.
Canada. 
Washington, I). C. 
Washington, D- C.
Marion, S. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Minor School, 52.
Norm al Course -
Graduates.............................................................10
Middle Class.........................................................25
Junior Class........................................................
— 37
Model School—
Class A. 
Class 15. 
Class C. 
Class D
58
81
44
26
— 159
Mixer School..
Total 248
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ADMISSION.
All 'applicants must present satisfactory evidence of 
good moral character.
Students from other schools must furnish certificates of 
honorable dismission from the proper aulhorily.
Candidates for admission to the Model School must be 
at least twelve years of age, and pass a satisfactory exami­
nation in the elementary principles of the common English 
branches.
For admission to the first year of the regular course of 
study in the Normal Department candidates must be four­
teen years of age and sustain an examination in reading, 
writing, mental arithmetic, practical arithmetic, as far as 
simple interest (inclusive), English grammar, (especially 
etymology and syntax) and geography, including map 
drawing.
For more advanced standing, proportionate qualifica­
tions are required.
Applicants, not residing in the District of Columbia, 
should first communicate with the Principal in writing, 
stating age, advancement in study, pecuniary ability, &c., 
and should not come without making preliminary arrange­
ments unless thoroughly qualified to pass the required 
examinations and having means to bear all their expenses.
Students arc received to full membership after they have 
honorably passed a probation of six months; and no one 
will be admitted to recitations until lie presents a statement 
from the Treasurer of the institution, that all bills or 
accounts have been settled.
COURSE OF STUDY.
J U N I O R  Y E A R .
Fikst Tkijm—
Mathematics—Complete Arithmetic............................................. W h ite.
English—Grammar, (Orthography and Etymology,)................ Harvey.
Geography—Map Drawing, &c.
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Etymology—Hanil-Book o f............................................................ Smith.
Drawing—Linear ami Perspective...................................Bartholomew.
Second Term—
Mathematic*— Complete Arithmetic..............................................White.
English—urnnuunv, (Syntax and Prosody,).............................. Harvey.
Geogroghy—Map Drawing, Ac.
Droning.
Third Term—
Mathematics—Complete Algebra.............................................. Schuyler.
Book-keeping—Common School...............................Bryant & Stratton^
Penmanship^-Selected numbers........................................... Spencerian.
Teaching—Theory and Practice................ : ...............................Lectures.
Vocal Music—Rudiments..................................................................Oral.
M ID D L E  Y E A R .
First Term—
Mathematics—Complete Algebra.............................................Schuyler.
History—United States...............................................................Lossing.
Physics—Natural Philosophy..................................................... Norton.
Second Term—
Mathematics—Higher Arithmetic.....................................................Ray.
Physiology.....................................................................................Hooker.
Physical Geography.......................................................................... .........
Third Term—
Matin maiics— Higher Arithmetic.....................................................Ray.
Polony..............................................................................................Wood.
P In: tor in.................................................................................Quack cn bos.
Teach i//{/—Theory and Practice.................................................. Lectures.
SEN IO R Y E A R .
First Term—
Mathematics—Geometry.............................................................. Loomis.
Chemistry...................................................................................... ..Steele.
Science of Government.......................................................   Alden-
Practice in Model School and Criticism in Class.
3
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Skcoxd Term—
Mathcma tics—Geometry............................................................... Loomis.
Geology.............................................................................................Steele.
History—Universal........................................................................Wilson.
Practice in Model School and Criticism in Class.
Third Term—
Astronomy—Elements................................................................. Loomis.
Review of Common English Branches, with special instruction 
in methods of teaching them.
School Laws of the different States.
Teaching—Theory and Practice.....................Text Books and Lectures.
Practice in Model School and Criticism in class.
Lessons in English Bible, Compositions, Declamations, and extempo­
raneous Discussions, weekly throughout the course.
NORMAL COURSE.
This course of instruction is designed for students who 
wish to prepare for the work of teaching, but is equally 
adapted to those who seek a good English education. 
Students in the Preparatory and other departments of the 
institution are permitted to share the advantages and 
instructions designed more especially for those in this 
course.
The advanced pupils will have the opportunity of teach­
ing classes in the Model School, under the inspection of 
the Principal, and subject to his criticisms.
To those who complete the course satisfactorily, giving 
evidence of fitness for teaching, a “  Teacher’s Certificate” 
will be given, signed by the proper officers of the Univer­
sity.
THE MODEL SCHOOL.
This is intended to be a school of “ practice”  and of 
“ observation,”  and the course of instruction is so arranged 
that those who complete it will be prepared to enter upon 
either the Normal or Preparatory studies.
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The rooms set apart for the school are fitted up with 
modern furniture and conveniences. The large study 
room is under the immediate charge of.a regular assistant; 
and from time to time, under the direction of the Prin­
cipal, the advanced pupils in the Normal course are 
assigned to teach the lower classes in the Model School.
The number of pupils in this school is limited to one 
hundred and twenty-five, and applicants who live in the 
city are perferred to those from abroad, in order to reserve 
the accommodations of the institution, in the way of board, 
rooms, &c., for more advanced students.
In order that this school may be truly a “  model,”  
constant attendance, prompt obedience, and good scholar­
ship are required of every pupil.
THE MINER SCHOOL.
Its aim is not essentially different from that of the 
Model School, but it receives younger pupils, and furnishes 
to advanced students from the Normal and Preparatory 
Courses, who are preparing to teach, special facilities 
for practice, and careful instruction in the principles and 
best methods of teaching.
EXAMINATIONS.
Written, examinations will be had at the close of the 
Fall and Spring terms, and oral examinations in the 
branches pursued during the Spring term, and, to a cer­
tain extent in those pursued during the entire year, at 
the end of the Spring term.
No student will be permitted to go on with his class, 
unless his record during the term and at the examina­
tion exhibits good Scholarship.
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RECORDS AND CERTIFICATES.
Every recitation and examination is marked and a per­
manent record kept of the attainment of each student, 
and also of his delinquencies.
Information concerning his progress and deportment 
is, when requested, communicated to the parent or 
guardian.
Certificates will be given at the close of each term, show­
ing the records of students, with respect to scholarship, 
attendance, punctuality, conduct, and examination.
RELIGIOUS EXERCISES.
All the students are required to attend public worship 
at least once on the Sabbath, and public prayer in the 
Chapel every morning, except on Saturdays and Sundays.
There are two weekly prayer meetings at the University, 
one on Wednesday evening, conducted by the students, 
and one on Saturday evening, conducted by the officers 
of the institution.
MISCELLANEOUS.
L ibrary.— Young men are permitted to draw books 
from the Library, subject to the regulations between 2.30 
and 4 p. m., on Thursday, and young ladies at the same 
hours on Mondays, and at no other time.
Society.— The Philosophian Society is organized for liter­
ary purposes and admits by ballot young meu who are in 
either the Normal or Preparatory Course.
There is a similar society among the young ladies.
M oney.— Pupils and, also, parents and guardians are ad­
vised to deposit all money, above a sufficient amount for 
necessary expenses, with the Secretary or Treasurer of the 
institution.
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P hilosophical A p p a r a t u s .— Practical lectures upon the 
more important principles of Natural Philosophy will be 
given at different times throughout the year, and will be 
fully illustrated by experiments with the apparatus, which 
is new and quite complete.
EXPENSES.
The rooms in Miner Hall, which is set apart for young 
ladies, are arranged in suites o f two and two closets, each 
suite to be occupied by two persons. They are uniformly 
furnished with stove, chairs, bedsteads, table, book-shelves 
and washstands. Each student will furnish bedding.
The rooms in Clark ITall, which is occupied by young 
men, are furnished as those in Miner Hall, but are warmed 
by steam.
No room will be considered engaged beyond the 
second day of the term unless the rent is paid.
The price of board may vary with the cost of provisions. 
During the past year it has been §8. 00 per week in the 
boarding hall.
The Treasurer’s bills, including tuition, room-rent, gas, 
and fuel, are to be paid at the beginning of every term. 
Board in the boarding hall is payable monthly in advance.
The following is an estimate of the necessary expenses 
for a term of twelve weeks in this department.
Tuition........................................................... $3.00 to $3.00
Board, $3.00 to $4.00 per week................... 36.00 to 48.00
Full Term.................. $12.00
Winter Term............... 15.00
Spring Term.................12.00
$39.00
Average per term.......................... 13.00 to 15.00
Washing..............................................................2.00 to 3.00
Books and stationary....................................... 4.25 to 7.00
Total, .$56.25 $716.00
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In the case of a limited number of worthy indigent 
students, the charge for tuition and room-rent may be 
abated, thus reducing the above estimate.
It is estimated that $200 is sufficient to meet all bills tor 
the above items, during the entire academic year of thirty- 
seven-weeks. In case the bills for tuition and room-rent 
are abated, it is estimated that $175 is enough.
No allowance for clothing is made in this estimate.
Some students are aided in defraying their expenses by 
teaching in the lower departments, by limited appropria­
tions from permanent funds given for the purpose, by 
labor on the grounds, and by employment at trades.
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT.
F A C U L T Y .
Major General 0. 0. HOWARD, LL. D.,
PRESIDENT.
CYRUS S. RICHARDS,LL.D.f
PRINCIPAL AND INSTRUCTOR IN LATIN AND GREEK.
GEORGE W. MITCHELL, A.M.,
INSTRUCTOR IN LATIN.
JAMES M. GREGORY, A.B.,
INSTRUCTOR IN LATIN AND MATHEMATICS.
JOSIAH T. SETTLE, A.B.,
ASSISTANT, SPRING TERM.
Miss LILLIE C. CAMP,
ASSISTANT, WINTER AND SPRING TERMS.
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S T U D E N T S .
GRADUATES, JUNE 12. 1872.
Bales, William H., 
Browne, William K., 
Cook, Albert,
*Copeland, George E., 
Crusor, Edward F., 
Dart, William M., 
Grasty, Enoeh FI., 
Howard, Theopliilus, 
Hunt, James E., 
Jackson, Tilghman. 
Jarvis, Charles,
Meriweather, James H., 
Milford, George W., 
Mishow, Paul J.,
Morris, John M.,
Moss, Richard,
Otey, Henry R.,
Page, Inman, E., 
Richards, W. Evarts., 
Shippen, John M., 
Smith, Simon P.,
Taylor, George P., 
Townsend, Alonzo G., 
Turner, Edward W., 
Watson, Thomas A., 
Whittlesey. George P.,
Dyson, Laura F„
Fisher, Ruth R.,
Nichols, Sarah S.,
Leesburg, Va. 
Washington. D C. 
Detroit, Mich. 
Alexandria, Va. 
Georgetown, D. C. 
Charleston, S. C. 
DanviUe, Ya. 
Washington, D. C. 
Anne Arundel Co., Md. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Louisville, Ivy. 
Stafford Co , Ya. 
Charleston, S. 0. 
Charleston, S. C. 
"Washington, D. C.
Raleigh, N. C. 
Fauquier Co., Ya. 
Washington, D. C. 
Caroline Co. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Charleston, S. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Washington, T). C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Graduates, 20.
UNDERGRAI) UATES. 
S EN IO R CLAS S .
Alexander, Nathan H., 
Cornell. George W., 
Davis, Wellington,
•Deceased.
Montgomery, Ala. 
Washington, I). C. 
Washington, D. C.
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Foster, Sylvester R., 
Ilayne, Jol) JE,
Hunt, Robert IE, 
Jordan, Wiley H., 
Lane, Wiley, Jr,
Lane, John PI., 
Middleton, William, 
Moore, Charles H., 
Morris, Phillip F., 
Posey, Lawrence O., 
Scott, Cornelius C., 
Tancil, Richard F., 
Taylor, John E., 
Thompson, Jacob L., 
Thompson, Samuel W. 
Turner, Rooks,
Richmond, Ya. 
Marion, S. C. 
Anne Arundel Co., Md. 
Washington, D. C 
Elizabeth City, N. C. 
Elizabeth City, N. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Raleigh, N. C. 
Heatheville, Ya: 
Aiken, S. C. 
Charleston, S. C. 
Alexandria, Ya. 
Wilmington, N. C. 
New Rochelle, N. Y. 
Alexandria, Ya. 
Elizabeth City, N. C.
Senior Class, 19.
M ID D L E  CLASS.
Bagnall, Robert, Jr, 
Bell, John W., 
Browne, John M., Jr, 
Camp, James W., Jr, 
Eaton, John W.,
Fry, Daniel, Jr,
Hale, James IT.,
Hall, Lewis E., 
Harvey, George N., 
Howard, Michael, 
Jones, Oliver C., 
Jordan, George W., 
Jordan, Moses F., 
Keys, Charles P., 
Langston, Arthur D , 
Langston, Eugene R., 
Matthews, John F., 
Moseley, George E., 
Nixon, Wilson D., 
Payne, Thomas W., 
Pinckney, Henry R., 
Poindexter, John W., 
Pope, James W.,
Posey, Thomas IE, 
Simms, James A., 
Smith, Reuben S., 
Snowden, Thomas B., 
Troy, William I.,
4
Norfolk, Va 
Washington. D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Norfolk, Ya. 
Camden, Del. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Montgomery, Ala. 
Washington, D. C. 
Burnsville, Miss. 
Fayette, Miss. 
Doaksville, Ind. Ter. 
Washington, D. C.
Norfolk, Va. 
Charleston, W. Va. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Harrisburg, Pa. 
Washington, D. C. 
Wilmington, N. C. 
Beaufort, S. C. 
Louisa Court-House, Ya.
Boston, Mass. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Marianna, Fla. 
Washington, D. C. 
Richmond, Ya.
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Washington, Isaiali S.,
Watkins, L. Payton M.,
Watson, Samuel W.,
White, James W.,
Lewis, Jane N.,
Warren, Jennie M.,
Middle Class, 34.
Washington, D. C.
Nashville, Tenn. 
Washington, D. C. 
Nashville, Team.
Washington, D. C. 
Baltimore, Md.
J U NI OR CL AS S .
Addison, Thomas W.,
A lex a n d er, Well i 11 gtoi i, 
Beverly, Esau A.,
Bishop, William,
Brayc, George W., 
Brodie, Albert K., 
Browne, William L., 
Bryan, James W., 
Butler, Laurence L., 
Chase, William C., 
Combs, Charles II., 
Comodore, Holdsworth, 
Contee, George 8., 
Crawford, Cornelius, 
Davis, Charles A., 
Dibble, Eugene H., 
Durant, Alexander H., 
Gilchrist, David D., 
Grice, Julius L., 
Howard, James H., 
Howe, Anthony, Jr, 
Keys, Robert,
Kramer, Charles C., 
Marquess, John W. 0., 
Marshall, John G. B., 
Morris, Daniel,
Morris, Richard K., 
O’Kelley, Rodger F., 
Over, Andrew,
Powell, John T., 
Russell, Eugene R., 
Sampson, Alexander, 
Wiutield, Robert, W., 
Williams, George F., 
Williams, William H., 
Young, Preston W.,
Barker, Dora,
Washington, B. C. 
Washing! mi, I >. C. 
Washington, 1). C. 
Annapolis, Md. 
Norfolk, Va. 
Raleigh, N. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Beaufort, S. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Baltimore, Md. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D- C.
Lynchburg, Va. 
Washington, D. C. 
Camden, 8. C* 
Marion, S. C. 
Marion Co., N. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Wilmington, N. C. 
Charleston, W. Va. 
Baltimore, Md. 
Lower Marlboro, Md.
Harrisburg, Pa. 
Nor! humberlaud, Va. 
Washington, D. C.
Raleigh, N. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Louisa Court-House, Va.
Houma, La. 
Wilmington, N. C. 
Washington, D C. 
New York, N. Y. 
Warrentou, N. C. 
Montgomery, Ala.
Washington, D. C.
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Cary, Sarah E.,
Esters, Susan A.,
Gladman, Ottawa A.,
Over, Anna K.,
Orrick, Mary Iv.,
Roeser, Tliisnclda C.,
Smallwood, Annie L.,
Thompson, Eva,
Tidball, Evangeline,
Vogelsang, Therese T.,
Junior Class, 47.
Detroit, Mich. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Lynchburg, Va. 
Washington, D. C.
Winchester, Va. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D, C. 
Annapolis, Md*
S U M M A R Y .
Graduates................................................................................. ^
Undergraduates—
Senior Class.............................................................  19
Middle Class............................................................  34
Junior Class.............................................................
-  100
Total, 129
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ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission to this department should be 
able to pass a satisfactory examination in reading, with 
the rules of elocution, writing, spelling, arithmetic, 
mental and written, English grammar, history of the 
United States and modern and ancient geography.
Examination for admission will take place on the first 
day of the Fall Term.
Letters of inquiry with respect to this department should 
be addressed to the Principal.
COURSE OF STUDY.
JU N IO R  YEAR.
First Term—
Latin—Arnold's First Latin Book,................................. TTarknoss.
Mathematics—Arithmetic (written and mental) reviewed.
Geography—Ancient and. Modern reviewed................... Mitchell.
Second Term—
Latin—First Latin Book.
Mathematics— Algebra............................................................ Loomis.
History—Outlines.............................................................W orcester.
Third Term—
Latin—Caesar..........................................................................Han son.
Prose Composition.................................................. Harkness.
Mathematics—Algebra.
History— Outlines.
MID DLE  Y E A R .
First Term—
Latin—Caesar.
Prose Composition.
Latin Tables............................................................. Richards.
Greek—First Lesson..................................................................Boise.
Greek Grammar........................................ Crosby or Hadley.
Ma them a tics- A1 gobra.
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Second Term—
Latin—Sallust (Catiline)......................................................Hanson.
Prose Composition and Latin Tables.
Greek—First Lessons and Grammar.
Mathematics—A] gebra reviewed.
Pencilling—Linear Drawing and Penmanship.
Third T erm—
Latin—Sallust and Cicero....................................................Hanson.
Prose Composition.
Greek—X o n oph on's Anabasia..................................................Boise.
Prose Composition...................................................... Arnold.
Ma t hematics—Geometry.........................................................Loomis.
SENIOR YEA R.
First Term—
Latin—Cicero and Virgil....................................................... Chase.
Prose Composition.
Greek—Xenophon's Anabasis.
Prose Composition.
Ancient Geography and Mythology reviewed.
Second Term—
Latin—Virgil.
Translation into English verse.
Greek—Xenophon's Anabasis.
Homer............................................................ Owen or Boise.
Prose Composition.
Mathematics—Algebra reviewed.
T hird Term—
Latin—Reviews of Caesar, Sallusts, and Cicero.
Greek—Homer and Xenophon reviewed.
Mathematics—Review of Algebra and Geometry.
COLLATERAL EXERCISES.
A  Biblical lesson on the Sabbath; exercises in general 
grammar and grammatical analysis; weekly rhetorical
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and elocutionary exercises ; original declamations and 
discussions the two last terms of the senior year ; a course 
of reading to guide the student to an acquaintance with 
the following subjects, v iz .: ancient geography, mythology, 
Grecian and Roman antiquities, Grecian and Roman litera­
ture, ancient and modern history, physical science, &c., 
lectures on classical and scientific subjects and general cul­
ture weekly, on Friday afternoon.
REGULATIONS AND EXPENSES.
The expenses and regulations in regard to “ examina­
tions,”  “  records and certificates,”  religious exercises and 
“  miscellaneous” matters are the same as in the Normal 
Department. See pp. 19-22.
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COLLEGIATE DEPART MENT.
F O U R  T  H  Y  E  A  R .
F A C U L T Y .
Major Genkual 0 . 0 . HOWARD, LL.D.,
WILLIAM F. DASCOM, A.M..
DEAN, AND PROFESSOR OF GREEK AND LATIN.
ELIPHALET WHITTLESEY, A.M.,
PROFESSOR OF RHETORIC AND ENGLISH LITERATURE.
'FRANCIS L. CARDOZO,
PROFESSOR OF LATIN.
AMZI L. BARBER, A.M.,
PROFESSOR OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
LORENZO WESTCOTT, A.M.,
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS.
WILLIAM C. TILDEN, A.M.,
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY.
GEORGE W. MITCHELL, A.M.,
TUTOR.
♦Resigued Juno, 1872.
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S T U D E N T S
GRADUATES, JUNE 13, IS72.
Gergory, James Monroe,
O’Hcar, Autliur Clough,
Settle, Josiah Thomas,
Graduates, 3.
Cleveland, Ohio. 
Charleston, S, C. 
Hamilton, Ohio.
UNDERGRADUATES.
S EN IO R C L A S S .
Otey, Charles Nelson, Raleigh, N. C.
Simmons, William J., Bordentown, N. J.
Senior Class, 2,
J U NI OR  CL A S S .
Mitchell, Robert Lewellyn, Alexandria, Va.
Nichols, Matilda Adams, Washington, D. C.
Junior Class, 2.
S O P H O M O R E  CL A S S .
Carter, James E.,
Harris, Charles Oscar,
Leftwich, Rice Alplieus,
Morris, Josepe White,
Reed, Edward Enoch,
Shadd, Furman Jeremiah,
Stewart, Thomas McCauts,
Sophomore Class, 7.
FR ESHMAN CL AS S .
Bales, William Howard, Leesburg, Va.
Brown, Hugh Mason, Washington, D. C.
Browne William Knox, Washington, D. 0.
Washington, D. C. 
Montgomery, Ala. 
Newark, N. J. 
Charleston, S. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Charleston, S. C.
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Cook, Albert, Detroit, Mich.
Dart, William Myrtcnello, Charleston, S. C.
Howard, Theophilus Edinburgh, Washington, D. C-
Hunt, James Elias, Crownsville, Md.
Jackson, Tilgiunan, Washington, D. C.
Meriwether, James Henry, Louisville, Ivy.
Milford, George Washington, Stafford Co., Ya.
Misliow, Paul Jones, Charleston, S. C.
Morris, John Miller, Charleston, S. C.
Moss, Kiehard Taylor, Washington, D. C.
Otey, Henry Robert, Raleigh, N. C.
Page, Inman Edward, Washington, D, C.
Riehards, William Evarts, Washington, D. C.
Sliippen, John Matthew, Caroline Co., Ya.
Smith, Simon Peter, Columbia, S. C.
Taylor, George Percival, Washington, D. C.
Townsend, Alonzo Gray, Charleston, S. C.
Turner, Edward Walter, Washington, D. C.
Watson, Thomas Alexander, Washington, D. C.
Dyson, Laura Frances, Washington, D. C.
Fisher, Ruth Rebecca, • Washington, D. C.
Fresliman Class, 24.
S U M M A R Y .
Graduates.................................................................................  3
Undergraduates—
Senior Class..............................................................  2
Junior Class.............................................................. 2
Sophomore Class......................................................  7
Freshman Class........................................................... 24
— 35
Total....................................................................  38
5
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ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are 
examined in the following, or equivalent studies:
LATIN.
Grammar—Harkness.
Caesar—two books.
Cicero—six orations.
Virgil—six books of the iEncid.
Sallust—Catiline.
Prose Composition—Arnold.
GREEK.
*
Grammar—Hadley or Crosby.
Greek Lessons—Boise.
Xenophon—first three books of the Anabasis. 
Homer—first two books of the Iliad.
Prose Composition—ArnohPs first eighteen sections.
OTHER BRANCHES.
Higher Arithmetic,
Algebra—to Quadratic Equations.
History—of Greece and Rome.
Geography—Ancient and Modern.
English Grammar.
Candidates for an advanced standing arc examined in 
the preparatory branches and in those pursued by the 
class they propose to enter.
All who apply for admission must furnish'*certificates 
of good character, and, if from another college, of their 
regular dismission. They are also required to make sat­
isfactory arrangements with the Treasurer for the pay­
ment of ail dues to the University before attending upon 
the exercises.
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COURSE OF STUDY.
FR ES H M A N  Y E AR .
First Term—
Greek'-Homer’s Iliad................................................................Boise.
Prose Composition.....................................................Arnold.
Latin-U vy .............................................................................. Cluvso-
Prose Composition.....................................................Arnold.
Mathematic*—A lye bra........................................................... Loomis.
EnijUtth—K11;‘ 111orie, Paris I and II..................... '........ Qmiekcnbos.
Second Term—
Greek—Xenophon’s Memorabilia.........................................Robbins.
Prose Composition.
Latin—Livy.
Horace’s Odes.............................................................. Chase.
Prose Composition
Mathematics—Algebra and Oeometry..................................Loomis.
En (j I us h—R he t o r i e, Part III.
A nti q u i t i t'.v-Roinan...............................................................Boj esen.
Third Term—
Greek—Xenophon’s Memorabilia.
Herodotus...................................................................Mather.
Prose Composition.
Latin—Horace’s Odes and Satires......................................... Chase.
Ma thtma tic*—Geometry.
English—Rhetoric, Parts IV and V.
Antiquities—Grecian.............................................................. Bojeson.
S O P H O M O R E  Y E A R .
First Term—
Greek—Prometheus of JEscliylns or Alcestis of Euripides.. Woolsey.
Latin—Horace’s Satires and Epistles....................................Chase.
Mathematics—Geometry and Conic Sections...................... Loomis.
English—Rhetoric................................................................Wliately.
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Second Term—
Greek—Antigone of Sophocles............................................ Woolsey.
Or, (Edipus Tyranus................................... .-............ Crosby.
Latin—Cicero De Officiis....................................................Thatcher.
Or, Tnsculan Disputations.........................................Chase.
Mathematics—Plane Trigonometry and Surveying........... Loomis.
Analytical Geometry..........................................Loom is.
English—Rhetoric
Third Term—
Greek—Antigone, or CEdipus Tyrannus
Latin—Tacitus—Germania and Agricola, or History...........Tyler.
Mathematics—Spherical Trigonometry and Navigation.. .Loomis.
Botany—Class-Book of............................................................... Gray.
English—Science of Language...........................................Whitney.
J U N I O R  Y E A R .
First Term—
Greek—Demosthenes, or Thucydides.
Latin—Satires of Juvenal.
Mathematics—Analytical Geometry.
Natural Philosophy—Mechanics and Hydrostatics—
Snell’s Olmstead
Anatomy and Physiology—Lectures.
English—History of Literature.
French.
Second Term—
Greek—The Clouds of Aristophanes.....................................Felton.
Or, Flato’s Apology and Crito.....................................Tyler.
Latin—Terence or Plautus.
Natural Philosophy—Snell’s Olmstead. 
En glish—Literature.
French.
Third Trkm—
Greek—]?]ato’s Gorging....................................................... Wool scy.
Or, Demosthenes on the Crown.............................. Holmes.
Latin—Quintilian.....................................................................Frieze.
A s irono m y—T re at iso on....................................................... Loomis.
Logic—Elements of.................................................................Copp6e.
French, German, or Spanish.
SENJOR Y E A R .
First Term—
Menial Science—Human Intellect..........................................Porter.
Chemistry—Silliman and Baker’s with Lectures.
Political Philosophy—Science of Wealth.............................Walker.
Fnglinh—British and American Orators.
German.
Second Term—
Mental defence—Human Intellect.
Moral Science........................................................................Hopkins.
Political Philosophy—International Law...........................Woolsey.
Chem istry—Lectures.
Mineralogy..................................................................................D an a.
English—British and American Poets.
German.
T hird Term
Political Philosophy—Internationl Law.
Constitution of the United States.
Geology.
Natural History.
OTHER EXERCISES.
Lessons in English Bible, compositions, declamations, 
and extemporaneous discussions, weekly; and public 
original declamations once a year throughout the course.
Study of the Greek Testament weekly during the Fresh­
man and Sophomore years.
DEGREES.
On recommendation o f the Faculty, the usual degrees 
are conferred on graduates.
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LIBRARY AND APPARATUS.
L ibrary.— Students in tliis Department can draw books 
from the University Library, subject to the regulations, 
between the hours oi 3 and 4 p. m., every Tuesday and 
Friday.
The R eading Room is open, daily, except Sundays, 
from 9 a . m., to 4 p. m., and is furnished with newspapers 
and magazines from all parts ot the country.
A pparatu s .— Apparatus suiiicient for all needful illus­
trations of natural philosophy and chemistry has been 
purchased recently and is of the most approved construc­
tion.
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EXPENSES.
The charges for tuition, room-rent, lights, fuel and board 
a r e  the same as in the Normal Department. See p 2 1 .
A  limited number of Students have been aided in 
defraying their expenses by scholarships, gifts o f benevo­
lent persons, compensation for work, &c. &c. A  “  Com­
mittee of Education,”  appointed under direction of the 
Trustees, is now charged with the duty of procuring funds 
to assist those who need help and are not provided for in 
other ways. It is hoped the action of the Committee 
will result in substantial benefit to the students of this 
Department.
APPOINTMENTS FOP, COMMENCEMENT,
CLASS OF 1*72.
VALEDICTORY ORATION.
ja m e s  m . g k e g o r y , Cleveland, Ohio.
LATIN SALUTATORY ORATION. 
au tiiu r  c. o’ iie a r , Charleston, S. C.
ENGLISH ORATION.
JOSIAH T. SETTLE, Hamilton, Ohio.
THEOLOGICAL DE P A RT ME NT .
S E C O N D  Y E A R .
F A C U L T Y .
Major General 0. 0. HOWARD, LL.D.,
PRESIDENT.
Rev . JOHN B. REEYE, D.D.,
PROFESSOR OF BIBLICAL THEOLOGY.
Knv. ELIPHALET WHITTLESEY, A.M.
LECTURER ON EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY.
Rev . J. EAMES RANKIN, D.D.,
LECTURER ON HOMILETICS AND PASTORAL THEOLOGY.
Rev. JOHN G. BUTLER, D.D.,
LECTURER ON SACRED HISTORY.
Rev . JOHN M. BROWN, D.D.,
LECTURER ON ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY.
Rev . DANFORTH B. NICHOLS, A.M.,
LECTURER ON BIBLICAL GEOGRAPHY AND ANTIQUITIES.
Rev . LORENZO WESTCOTT, A.M.,
LECTURER ON BIBLICAL INTRODUCTION.
CHARLES C. DARWIN, A.M.,
INSTRUCTOR IN HEBREW.
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S T U D E N T S .
M ID D L E  CLASS .
Camp ill, William Alexander Lamb, 
Carroll, Daniel Albert,
Hay no, Joseph Elias,
Jackson, Thomas Tilghman,
Lloyd, Benjamin Franklin,
Murphy, Willoughby R.,
Nelson, Simon James Reed,
Roberts, William Dayton,
Shaw, John W. A.,
Watts, Augustus A.,
Wilson, Henry,
Middle Class, 11.
Jamaica, W. I. 
Washington, D. C. 
Charleston, S. C. 
Middloburg, Va. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Knoxville, Tenn. 
Mt. Pleasant, D. C. 
Philadelphia, Pa.
New York City. 
Washington. I). C. 
New York City.
J U N I O R  CLASS.
Bell, Mark M.,
Brooker, Benjamin, 
Dawson, Owen,
Dillord, Noah,
Greene, James A. D., 
Green, William II., 
Mercer, Washington, 
Motley, Richard A., 
Scott, James A., 
Tucker, Richard Allen, 
Wal 11 t , Wi l s h i i i gtoi i, 
Webb, William M., 
Wells, Thomas,
Wiggin, S. Adams, 
Wright, Welborn,
Washington, D. C. 
Wilmington, N. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Wilmington, N. C. 
Lawrence, Kan. 
New York City. 
Clarksville, Va. 
Norfolk, Va 
Washington, D. C. 
St. Michaels, Md. 
Mount Pleasant, D. C. 
Washington, D* C. 
Yorkvillo, S. C.
Junior Class, 15.
0
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S U M M A R Y .
M i d d l e  C l a s s ................................................................................. 11
J u n i o r  Class............................................................... 15
Total...........................................................  -(»
ADMISSION.
The Department is open to students of every Christian 
denomination. Every applicant for admission must pre­
sent testimonials to his Christian character, to his possession 
of good natural talents, and to his having received a good 
education in the common English branches.
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.
Not less than three years will be required for a complete 
course; and the Holy Scriptures will lie made the princi­
pal study. JBut, in addition to exegetical studies, during 
the first year special attention will be given to rhetoric 
and the English language, and to the evidences of 
Christianity; the second year, to mental philosophy and 
biblical and systematic theology; and the third year, to 
church history, homiletics and the pastoral work. Where 
there is extraordinary promise of usefulness, and the cir­
cumstances demand it, a shorter course will be provided.
Theological students will, also, be permitted to attend, 
free of expense, the lectures in the Collegiate Department 
on natural philosophy, chemistry and geology and will
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have free access to the Library and Reading-room and to 
the scientific collections of the University.
Thorough training in elocution will be given, with fre­
quent exercises in reading the Scriptures and hymns, and 
in the delivery of sermons and addresses.
This Department has peculiar advantages for ministers 
of the gospel, in Washington and vicinity, who wish 
instruction in Theology while engaged in ministerial 
work.
Seven city pastors, whose churches report an aggregate 
membership of four thousand and five hundred persons, 
'are now receiving such instruction.
EXPENSES.
Ko charges will be made for instruction, nor for rent of 
rooms; but each student will pay §5 per year for the care 
of rooms and other incidental expenses. Good board can 
he had for §3 per week; fuel and lights will cost about 
§20 a year.
There are no scholarships or beneficiary funds for this 
Department, hut it is believed that with the opportunities 
for self-support which Washington affords, and with the 
aid of benevolent persons, churches, Sunday schools, etc., 
which the Faculty will seek, any young man of promise 
can here enter upon and complete a course of theological 
studies.
L A W DEPARTMENT.
f o u r t i -i  y e a r .
F A C U L T Y .
Major General 0. 0. HOWARD, LL.D.,
PRESIDENT.
JOHN M. LANGSTON, A.M.,
DEAN.
Hon. ALBERT G. RIDDLE.
LECTURER.
HENRY D. BEAM,
INSTRUCTOR AND SECRETARY.
LAW DEPARTMENT. 45
S T U D E N T S ,
--------- -------------------
GRADUATES, 1872.
Belcher, Eugene R., 
Belcher, Edwin,
Gardner, Charles II., 
Holland, Milton M.f 
Lavalette, William A., 
Lawrence, Centre 11., 
Milehell, George, VV.,
Moore, Moses Wensleyilale, 
Murphy, James M.,
Napier, James C.,
Quarles, John F.,
Smyth, John II.,
Straker, D. Augustus, 
Tahor, Charles,
Tirtlot, William M.,
Wall, O. S. !>.,
Ray, Charlotte E.,
Augusta, 
Augusta., 
Cape Coast Castle, AtT
Austin, Texas. 
Meadville, Pa. 
New 1 hampshire. 
Alexandria, Va. 
Wilmington, N. C. 
Nashville, Tenn. 
Nashville, Tenn.
Augusta, Ga. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Louisville, Ky. 
Madison. Wis. 
Oberlin, Ohio. 
Washington, D. C.
New York City.
Graduates, 17.
UNDERGRADUATES. 
S E N IO R CLASS.
Bland, A. Mushington., Charleston, S. C.
Bosom an, William S., Troy, N. Y.
Blown, Henry, Iowa.
Butler, John IL, Jr., Baltimore, Md.
Cole, John W., Philadelphia, Pa.
Cromwell, J. Wesley, Portsmouth, Va.
Dickson, C. H., Indiana.
Ford, Gabriel L., Louisville, Ky.
11awkesworth, J. Malcolm, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hopkins, Marcus L., Washington, D. C.
Johnson, Jerome A., Washington, D. C.
Johnson, Solomon, Columbus, Ohio.
Leary, John S., Fayetteville, N.C.
Lee, Joseph E., Philadelphia, Pa.
P
i5
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Lewis, J. Vance,
Locke, Pliny I.,
Mattllews, William E.,
Morgan, Oliver ({.,
Muss, .John A.,
O’Hara, James E.,
Patterson, John E.,
Lock, Joseph C.,
Serringtou, William B.,
Smith, James TI.,
Stevens, Durham W.,
Thomas, William H.,
Wagoner, Henry 0., Jr.,
Waring, William,
Wheeler, Thomas II.,
Carey, Mary A. S.,
Senoir Class, 80.
J U NI OR CL AS S .
Adams, James O.,
Archibald, Y. W.,
Ballard, Jacob R.,
Bell, John W.,
Blanheim, John E.,
Bowman, Alexander W.,
Boyden, George W.,
Bradford, John E.,
Brook, Robert R. A. B.,
Conant, John II.,
Fry, Henry B., A. B.,
Gage, A. Neander.,
Gregory, Friend IT.,
Harris, Charles E., A.B.,
Johnson, Calvin I).,
Lcwey, Matthew M., A.B.,
McBride*, Cornelius,
Miller, William L.,
O’Hear, Arthur C., A. B.,
Parker, Christopher C.,
Pierce, McGill,
Riggles, John H.,
Roane, William C.,
Robinson, N. E.,
RulTin, Robert D.,
Sam mis, Egbert C.,
Settle, Josiali T., A.B.,
Simpson, Thomas,
. Minnesota. 
Philadelphia, Pa.
Baltimore, Aid.
(J reel i ville. Miss. 
IIppei villc, Va. 
Enlield, N. C. 
Helena, Ark. 
Nortblield, Vt. 
S.in Francisco, Cal. 
Washington, D. C. 
Obcrlin, Ohio. 
Rome, Ga. 
Denver, Col. Ter.
Obcrlin, Ohio. 
Philadelphia, Pa-
Detroit, Mich.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Kansas. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Washington, D. C. 
Alexandria, Va. 
Savannah, Ga. 
Natick, Mass. 
Baltimore, Md. 
Richmond, Va. 
Kentucky. 
Reading, Pa. 
Vineland, N. J. 
Beverly, N. J. 
Philadelphia, Pa.
1 lampion, Va. 
Baltimore, Aid. 
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pittsburg, Pa- 
Charleston, S. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Aliddleburg, Va. 
Washington, D. C.
Richmond, Va. 
Washington D. C.
Yorktown, Va. 
Jacksonville, Fla.
1 lamilton, Ohio. 
West Point, N. V
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Scott, Jeremiah H.,
Scott, William H.,
Smith, Keith,
*Sythe, William A.,
Terr.v, Seth A.,
Thompson, Richard G., 
Washington, Isaiah S.,
W hite, E d w a rd  H .,
Whi tin g, Am brose,
Junior
* Deceased.
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Virginia, 
New York City. 
 ^ I Salt imore, Md. 
Washington, D. C. 
Alexandria, Va. 
King George, Co., Va. 
Nashville, Tenn. 
Portsmoutli, Va.
lass, 37.
S U M M A R Y .
Graduates 17
U.N DE RGR ADUATES—
Senior Class............................................................  30
Junior Class...........................................................  37
— 07
Total 8-1
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ADMISSION.
While much1* preliminary mental discipline is indis­
pensable to enable the student to master the principles of 
law, any person of suitable age and good moral character 
may be admitted to the classes and exercises of the Depart­
ment, the graduation of each depending upon the regularity 
of his attendance ,thc diligence o f  his application, his pro­
ficiency in the studies pursued, and his success in passing 
the final examination and in prcseii ling and delivering a 
legal dissertation acceptable to the If acuity at the close 
of the course.
The advantages of the Department are open to all who 
are duly qualified. Before attending upon the lectures 
and other exercises, students must apply to the Secretary 
of the Board for tickets of admission and must make a 
satifactory arrangement with the Treasurer for the pay­
ment of all dues to the University.
DESIGN.
The design of this Department is to give a complete 
course of education to students desiring to enter upon the 
profession of the law; and, while it is not attempted to 
familiarize the student with all the details of local practice, 
the exercises of the Department are directed to the end of 
a complete preparation of its graduates, by means of 
thorough instruction in legal and collateral branches of 
study, as wrell as by practice in the moot court, including 
the drawing of papers and pleadings and the arguments 
of causes, for successful effort at the bar.
O O I J I I S M  O K  S T U D Y .
The course of study embraces the subjects of interna­
tional and constitional law, the various branches of the
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common law, equity and admiralty. The text books used 
will be mainly the following, viz :
First Year— Walker’s Introduction to American Law, 
Blackstone’s Commentaries, Kent’s Commentaries and 
Smith on Contracts.
Second Year— Greenleaf on Evidence, Hilliard on Torts, 
Washburn on Real Property, Williams on Real Property, 
Parsons on Bills and Notes, Stephen on Pleading, Adams 
on Equity and Bishop on Criminal Law.
RECITATIONS.
The students, being required to furnish their own text­
books, study and make regular recitations from the au­
thors indicated. The recitations and other exercises are 
held from f> to 8 o’clock P. M., with special reference to 
the needs and opportunities of those who are engaged 
during the business hours of the day in clerical and other 
pursuits.
LECTURES.
During each term special courses of lectures on the dif­
ferent branches of the law will be delivered, and the lec­
turers and subjects will be announced from time to time.
FORENSIC EXERCISES.
Forensic exercises are held under the superintendence 
of the Dean of the Department, on one evening of each 
week, for the benefit of members of the Junior Class. 
These exercises consist of orations, both extemporaneous 
and written, debates and essays upon legal topics; and, 
in connection therewith, special attention is given to in­
struction in composition, elocution and the essentials of 
correct and effective speaking.
7
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MOOT COURTS.
W ith a view to thorough preparation for professional 
practice, moot courts are held each week, at which cases 
previously assigned are conducted and argued by members 
of the Senior Class. The students, acting as counsel, are 
required to draw all papers and pleadings, incident to the 
institution and conduct of the case, and to deliver a care­
fully prepared argument.
Libit A RY.
The Library of the Department consists of elementary 
and other works of the law for the use of all students, but 
more especially for the use of members of the Senior 
Class in practice in the moot courts.
LOCATION.
The exercises of the Department arc held in the Howard 
University building, at the head of Seventh street, where 
large and convenient rooms have been specially fitted up 
for recitations, lectures and moot courts.
SPECIAL FACILITIES.
Washington City furnishes for the study of the law in 
its science and practice the amplest facilities. It is here 
that Congress holds its sessions, the Supreme Court of the 
United States and other courts of a national and local 
character administer justice; audit is here that the young 
men of the nation may witness the efforts of eminent law­
yers and statemen, in the courts and halls of legislation; 
and here, too, may be found the finest legal libraries o f 
the country.
GRADUATION AND DEGREES.
All students who pursue the course of study prescribed 
in this Department and comply with the regulations of
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the University otherwise, upon passing a satisfactory exami­
nation, will receive the degree of Bachelor of Laws and, 
upon motion, may he admitted to the Bar of the Supreme 
Court of the District of Columbia.
Iso degree can he conferred, however, until all books 
arc returned to the Library and all dues to the University 
discharged.
TUITION.
The charge per year, if paid in advance, is §40: when 
paid monthly, §50.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
F I F T H  Y E A R .
F A C U L T Y .
Major General 0. 0. HOWARD, LL.D.,
PRESIDENT.
ROBERT REYBURN, A M, M.D.,
WADSWORTH PROFESSOR OF THIS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OK SURGERY, AND CLINICAL .SURGERY.
JOSEPH TABER JOHNSON, A.M., M.D.,
SECRETARY, AND PROFESSOR OF OBSTETRICS AND DISEASES OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN, AND CLINICAL
MIDWIFERY.
GIDEON S. PALMER, A;M., M.D..
DEAN, AND PROFESSOR OF PHYSIOLOGY, HYGIENE AND PHARMACY.
CHARLES B. PURYJS, A.M., M.D.,
PROFESSOR OF MATERIA MEDICA AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE, AND CLINICAL LECTURER ON DISEASES 
OF THE CIIEST.
PHINEAS H. STRONG, A.M., M.D.,
PROFESSOR OF THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
ALEXANDER T. AUGUSTA, A.M..M.D.,
PROFESSOR OF DESCRIPTIVE AND SURGICAL ANATOMY. AND CLINICAL LECTURER ON DISEASES OP THE
SKIN.
WILLIAM C. TILDEN, A.M. M.D.,
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY.
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JESPYR E. CHENEY, A.M., M.D„
LECTURER OX MICROSCOPY, AND DEMONSTRATOR OF ANATOMY.
BELLA C. BARROWS, M.D.,
CLINICAL LECTURER ON DISEASES OF THE EYE,
WILLIAM II. SEAMAN,
LECTURER ON BOTANY.
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MEDICAL STUDENTS.
Ba scorn, John B.,
Blair, David,
Crusor, Washington F., 
Goerner, Emiol,
Hall, Reverdy M., 
Jordan. Jesse P.,
Smith, Charles W. T., 
Thompson, William IT., 
Waits, Samuel R,,
GRADUATES, 1873.
Philadelphia-, Pa. 
Edinhurgh, Scotland. 
Washington, D.C.
Prussia.
Paliinane, M<1. 
Pailimore, Md. 
Barbadoes, West Indies.
Yonkers. N. Y. 
I»«>si on. Mass,
Spademan, Mary D.,
Graduates, 10.
Washington, I). (J.
Barnes, William S., 
Cornish, Lewis H., 
Davis, Thomas J. 
Frisby, Samuel G., 
Harnier, Joseph R., 
Jackson, Thornton A.,
Keiihnc, Augustus,
Riley, Jerome R., 
Seaman, William IT., 
Shadd, Charles S.,
Low, Celia F.,
Clark, Eliezcr F., 
Clinton, Jesse B., 
Davis, John T., 
Ford, 1mlward T., 
King, Nathaniel E.,
UNDERGRADUATES.
S EN IO R C L A S S .
Baltimore, Md., 
Washington, D. C. 
Barhadt>es, West Indiei 
Philadelphia, Pa., 
Philadelphia, Pa., 
Washington, I). C.,
Prussia,
Chicago, 111.,
New Jersey, 
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Fairfield, Maine,
Senior Class, 11.
M ID D L E  C L A S S .
Barbadoes, West Indie 
New York, N. Y. 
Barbadoes, West fin lie; 
Barbadoes, West Indies 
Lexington, Ky.
Prcc*<»}»f ♦>»-.
Dr. 11. P. Yea tes. 
Dr. J. T. Johnson. 
, Dr. A. T. Augusta. 
Dr. C. B. Purvis.
Dr. W. Evans. 
Dr. C. B. Purvis. 
,  Dr. IT. G. Glogau. 
> Dr. J. II. Pntzky. 
 ^Dr. Geo. E. Cooper. 
Dr. J. T. Johnson. 
Dr. J. T. Johnson. 
Dr. R. Key burn.
Dr. N. Bow telle.
Dr. A. T. Augusta. 
Dr. ,T. T. .Johnson. 
Dr. A.T. Augusta-. 
Dr. C. B. Purvis.
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Louisville, Ky. 
Virginia.
Mount Gilead, Ohio, 
Portland, Maine, 
Washington, D. C., 
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Louisville, Ky., 
Colehrook, N. H.,
Middle Class, 13.
Preceptor.
Dr. R. Reyburn. 
Dr. J. T. Johnson. 
Dr. J. T. Johnson. 
Dr. S IT. Teavkesbury.
Dr. A. T. Augusta.
Dr. R. Reyburn. 
Dr. D. E. Lombard.
Neely, John L.,
Lee, Philip A., 
Lindsey,’Frank T., 
Miller, Thomas S. P., 
Sumby, Sidney A., 
Vidal, Etienne, C.
Neely, Louisa 11., 
Parsons, Mary A.,
Adams, Arthur C., 
Adaais, Benjamin lb, 
Augusta, William E., 
Bishop, William, 
Brown, John M.,
Do Witter, Jacob, 
Leonard, Chauncey, 
Marshall. John G. B., 
Porter, John A.,
Priest, James R.,
Troy, William, Jr.,
Baldwin, 11 enrietta L., 
Benish, Anna,
Shadd, Nellie F., 
Wilson, Mrs. J.,
J U N I O R  CLASS .
Washington, B.U., 
Moore,stown, N. J., 
Philadelphia, Pa., 
Philad<Tj)hia, Pa. 
Washington, 1). C. 
London, England, 
New Bedford, Mass., 
Harrisburg, Pa., 
Savannah, Ga., 
Liberia,
Richmond, Va.,
Moores Hill, Ind., 
Vienna, Austria. 
Washington, D. C., 
Washington, D. C.,
Junior Class, 15.
Dr. J.N. Walker. 
Dr. A. T. Augusta.
Dr. J. T. Johnson, 
Dr. J. N. Walker. 
Dr. A. K. Smith. 
Dr. J. T. Johnson. 
Dr. A. T. Augusta. 
Dr. J. T. Johnson. 
Dr. A. T. Augusta.
Dr. B. C. Barrows. 
Dr. C. C. Cox.
P H A R M A C E U T IC A L  ST U D E N T S .
Purvis, Granville S.,
GRADUATE, 1872. 
Graduate, 1.
Philadelphia, Pa.
UNDERGRADUATES.
Cassey, John K., 
Hill, Andrew F., 
King, Samuel E., 
*Peek, Richard N.,
S E N IO R  CLASS .
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Barbadoes, West Indies. 
Washington, D. C.
Senior Class, 4. *
*  Deceased.
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J U N I O R  C L A S S .
Baptist, Jerome J., 
Taylor, George T.,
Junior Class, 2.
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Hampton, Ya.
S U M M A R Y .
G r a d u a t e s  i n  M e d i c i n e . 
UNDERGR ADU ATES—
Senior Class............
Middle Class..........
Junior Class...........
G r a d u a t e s  i n  P h a r m a c y . 
U n d e r g r a d u a t e s —
Senior Class...........
Junior Class...........
Total
10
11
13
15
— 39 
— 49
1
4
2
— 0
7
50
*-------------- ---------------- —
R E Q U IR E M E N T S  F O R  M A T R IC U L A T IO N .
1. Applicants must furnish evidence of a good moral 
character.
2^. They must possess a good English education, and 
sufficient acquaintance with the Latin language to under­
stand prescriptions and the medical terms 'in common 
use.
3. They must, after examination, make a satisfactory 
arrangement with the Treasurer for the payment of all 
dues to the University and apply to the Secretary of the 
Board of Trustees for a ticket o f Matriculation and ad- 
mission to the Lectures.
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T E X T -B O O K S  A N D  W O R K S  OF R E F E R E N C E .
Surgery.— Druitt’s S u rgery ; G-ross’ Principles and Practice o f  
Surgery; Paget’s Surgical P ath ology ; M acleod’s Surgical 
D iagnosis; H olm es’ System o f  Surgery.
Obstetrics.— Cazeaux’s or B ed ford ’ s O bstetrics; Thomas and 
H ew itt on Diseases Peculiar to W om en ; Atthill on Diseases 
o f  W om en, and W est or Tanner on Diseases o f  Children.
Anatomy.— L eidy ’s E lem entary Treatise on Human A n atom y ; 
W ilson ’ s Anatomy, w ith K ollik er ’s M icroscopical Anatom y ; 
Sharpey and Quain’s A natom y : G ray’s A natom y; A g n ew ’s 
Dissector and H od g e ’s Dissector.
Institutes of Medicine.— M arshall’ s P hysiology; Dalton’s P hysi­
ology ; Drapers P hysiology  ; Beal on the M icroscope.
Materia Medica.— Stille’ s or B id d le ’s Materia M edica ; Carson’ s 
Synopsis; W ood & B ach e ’s D ispensatory; Headland upon 
the Action o f  M edicines.
Practice of Medicine.— F lint’ s, W o o d ’s, or Bennett’ s Practice o f  
M edicine; W alsh on the Diseases o f  the Heart and L u n gs; 
Tanner’s Practice o f  M e d ic in e ; Reynolds’s System o f  
M edicine.
Chemistry.— Tow ne’s Chem istry— last ed. ; Attfield’s General 
M edical and Pharm aceutical Chem istry; Shm ann’s P h y s io ­
logical C hem istry ; T ay lor ’s Toxicology .
Botany.— W ood ’ s Botany,
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C L IN IC A L  IN S T R U C T IO N .
Arrangements have been made for the admission of the 
students, under proper restrictions, to the Freedman’s 
General Hospital and Asylum, situated within the grounds 
of the institution, for the purpose of studying diseases at 
the bed-side. Surgical; medical and obstetrical cases will 
be seen by the classes under the supervision of the profes­
sors, and operations will be performed in their presence in 
the amphitheatre. Clinical instruction will be given daily 
during the course, at 3-J o’clock P. M.
P R A C T IC A L  S U R G E R Y .
A  surgical clinic is held by the professor of surgery on 
Wednesdays at the hospital; and during the session a large 
number of capital operations are performed in the presence 
of the class. The students in rotation are required to as­
sist in the operations, and receive special instruction in 
the management and after-treatment of the patients. 
Minor surgical operations will be assigned to advanced 
students.
P R A C T IC A L  O B ST E T R IC S.
The class will be instructed in the usual operations on 
the manikin. Advanced students will receive instruction 
in the actual practice of midwifery, under the direction of 
the professor of obstetrics. Those of the graduating class, 
who wish to avail themselves of this privilege, will hand 
their names to the professor of obstetrics, and cases will be 
assigned to their care. An obstretric clinic is held every 
Friday at the hospital.
P R A C T IC A L  A N A T O M Y .
Special attention will be given to practical anatomy; and 
classes will be formed early in the term. There will be 
an abundant supply a*f anatomical material; and the stu­
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dents will possess unusual facilites for the pursuit of this 
important branch of medical education.
D IS E A S E S  O F N E R V O U S  SY S T E M .
The hospital contains a number of patients, manifesting 
various diseases of the nervous system, which present a rich 
field for study.
P R A C T IC E  O F  'M E D IC IN E .
The weekly clinic by the professor of the practice of 
medicine is one of the most valuable to the students, as it 
includes practical instruction in relation to the diseases 
most frequently met with by the young practitioner.
D IS E A S E S  O F  T H E  CH E ST.
This important class of diseases will be amply illustrated 
and explained, and thorough instruction will also be given 
in auscultation and percussion.
D IS E A S E S  O F  T H E  S K IN .
This essential and often neglected branch of medical 
study will be throughly taught by the professor in charge; 
and cases of the various forms of skin diseases will be shown 
to the students.
D IS E A S E S  O F T H E  E Y E .
Special attention will be given to this class of diseases 
by the lecturer upon ophthalmology; and thorough instruc­
tion will be given in the use of the ophthalmoscope.
P R A C T IC A L  C H E M IS T R Y .
The laboratory is well supplied with apparatus for the 
study of experimental and analytical chemistry. Addi­
tional purchases of the standard fittings of chemical
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laboratories arc being made, in order to afford facilities 
for a larger number of students.
P H A R M A C Y .
Instruction will be given in all the branches necessary 
to a thorough education in pharmacy. The dispensary 
attached to the hospital is open to the students, where 
they will be instructed in the properties, preparation and 
compounding of medicines.
T H E  O R P H A N  A S Y L U M ,
Attached to the Hospital affords ample opportunity for 
the study of diseases of children.
T H E  A R M Y  M E D IC A L  M U SEU M ,
Of the United States, in this city, contains the most 
elaborate collection of surgical, pathological, anatomical 
and microscopical specimens in the world. This museum 
is accessible to medical students and furnishes them with 
facilities for medical and surgical instruction not to be 
found in any other city in this country.
B O T A N Y .
The governmental Botanical Gardens present superior 
facilities for the study of botany.
H O S P IT A L  F A C IL IT IE S .
The hospital contains over three hundred patients and 
furnishes unusal facilities for the study of practical medi­
cine, surgery and obstetrics.
L IB R A R Y .
Arrangements are being made for the establishment of 
a medical library and museum, which will be accessible 
to all the students.
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THE BUILDINGS,
With the grounds, consisting of about four acres, ad­
join the university park. The main building is five stories 
in height and is equal, in its style of architecture and facili­
ties for the accommodation of medical students, to any 
of the first-class medical colleges. The lecture rooms are 
conveniently arranged and will accommodate two hundred 
and forty students.
THE APPARATUS,
And the material of the cabinets of the several chairs 
have been selected with the greatest care and are sufficient 
for an ample illustration of the several branches taught.
RESIDENT STUDENTS.
Resident students are selected every two months from 
the graduating class to serve in the wards of the hospital. 
They will write prescriptions upon the dictation of the 
professors, and keep histories of all the interesting cases, 
assist at clinics, &c.
FEMALE STUDENTS.
A  number of female students have already availed 
themselves of the advantages and facilities offered them 
in this University. To all, who shall hereafter present 
themselves, a cordial welcome is extended: and separate 
dissecting rooms and other conveniencies have been 
provided for their exclusive use.
TO CLERGYMEN AND GRADUATES.
All ordained clergymen and all graduates of regularly 
accredited medical or pharmaceutical colleges may be 
admitted to the lectures upon payment of the matricula­
tion fee.
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R E Q U IR E M E N T S  FO R G R A D U A T IO N .
MEDICINE.
1. Candidates must furnish evidence to the Detin of 
having studied medicine not less than three years, under 
the supervision of a regular practitioner of medicine, dur­
ing which time they must have attended two full course 
of lectures at some regular medical college, the last of 
which must have been in this institution.
2. They must have dissected at least one year, and 
attended the clinical lectures.
3. They must present to the Faculty an acceptable 
thesis, original and in their own handwriting, upon some 
medical subject.
4. They must be twenty-one years of age, and pass 
a satisfactory examination in all the branches of the 
course.
PHARMACY.
1. Candidates must have studied two years with a 
druggist duly authorized to practice his profession.
2. They must have attended two full courses of lectures 
on pharmacy, the last o f which must have, been in this 
University.
3. They must present an acceptable pharmaceutical 
thesis, original and in their own handwriting.
4. They must pass a satisfactory examination in the 
various branches taught.
A D  E U N D E M  D E G R E E .
The ad eunden degree of Doctor of Medicine may be 
conferred upon any regular graduate in good standing, who 
has been engaged in the legtimate practice of the pro­
fession for not less than five years, on payment of the 
graduation fee.
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F E E S — M E D IC A L  CO U R SE.
Matriculation, payable but once...........................................  $5 00
Course of Lectures.................................................................. 100 00
Graduation.................................................................................  25 00
Single Ticket.............................................................................  15 00
Clinical instruction, free to medical students and gradu­
ates of the University; to graduates and matriculants of 
other medical colleges, §10.00.
F E E S — P H A R M A C E U T IC A L  C O U R S E .
Matriculation............................................................................  $5 00
Full course of Lectures...........................................................  50 00
Graduation................................................................................. 15 00
T IC K E T S  F O R  C O U R SE S OF L E C T U R E S ,
Must be obtained from the Secretary of the Hoard of 
Trustees, before attendance upon any of the lectures.
For further information address—
Prof. JOS. TABEIl JOHNSON,
Secretary Medical Department,
No. 937 New York Avenue, Washington, D. C.
M I L I T A R Y  DEPARTMENT
T H I R D  Y E A R .
O F F I C E R S .
Major General 0. 0. HOWARD, LL.D.,
PRESIDENT.
1st Lieut. MELVILLE C. WILKINSON, 3d U. S. I., Bvt. Capt. U. S. A.
INSTRUCTOR IN MILITARY TACTICS AND COMMANDANT OF CADF.TS.
T. McCANTS STEWART, CADET 1ST LIEUTENANT, AND POST ADJUTANT.
CHARLES N. OTEY, CADET CAPTAIN.
WILLIAM J. SIMMONS, CADET 1ST LIEUTENANT.
ROBERT L. MITCHELL, CADET 2D LIEUTENANT.
FURMAN J. SIIADD, CADET 1ST SERGEANT.
JOSEPH W MORRIS, CADET 2ND SERGEANT.
HENRY R. OTEY, CADET 3RD SERGEANT.
DANIEL W. FRY, CADET 4TII SERGEANT.
JOHN W. EATON, CADET 5t h  SERGEANT.
S. P. SMITH, CADET CORPORAL.
P. J. MISUOW, CADET CORPORAL.
A. G. TOWNSEND, CADET CORPORAL.
W. M. DART, CADET CORPORAL.
WILEY LANE, CADET CORPORAL.
J. Wr. MARQUIS, CADET CORPORAL.
G. M. MATTHEWS, CADET CORPORAL.
P. F. MORRIS, CADET CORPORAL.
JAMES W. CAMP, 
WILLIAM ALLEN,
QUARTERMASTER SERGEANT. 
CADET CORPORAL, AND ARMORER.
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A IM .
The design of this Department is to give a knowledge 
of military tactics, secure physical vigor and establish 
habits of neatness, punctuality and order.
O R G A N IZ A T IO N .
Young men, who are physically eligible and not speci­
ally excused, will be organized into companies of infantry, 
and be known as “  Howard University Cadets. ”
The Commandant is charged with all details of mili­
tary instruction, and, with the approval of the Military 
Committee o f the Trustees, selects his officers from the 
students, with reference to their military aptitude, general 
deportment and proficiency in study.
Young men are required to provide themselves, as soon 
as possible after admission, with the prescribed uniform.
M IL IT A R Y  E X E R C IS E .
This exercise is so ordered as to subserve the ends of 
physical culture, and requires the attendance of all cadets 
one hour daily. It will embrace the following subjects.
1. Infantry Tactics.—To comprise schools of the soldier, 
company and battalion, with skirmishing, the forms of 
parade and duties o f guards.
2. Artillery Tactics.—To comprise the school of the 
piece for field guns, with such further artillery instruction 
as may be found practicable.
3. Special Exercises.—To comprise the use of the 
sword, sabre and bayonet, and gymnastics.
D IS C IP L IN E .
All students are required to observe and conform to 
such regulations as, from time to time, may lie promul­
gated by the Commandant of Cadets. The University
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buildings are subject to inspection by him and by the 
officer of the day.
A  careful record will be kept of each pupil’s conduct in 
this department; and a regular report will be made by 
the Commandant to each of the several Faculties of all 
delinquencies, with such appropriate remarks as the case 
may require.
These reports will constitute a part of the permanent 
records of the department to which the student, in a given 
instance, may belong, and he will be subject to such 
discipline as the case may demand.
A R M S.
Cadet-muskets, like those now in use at the United States 
Military Academy, West Point, have been furnished the 
University.
Field guns for artillery practice will be provided when 
required.
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT.
t h i r d  y e a r .
F A C U L T Y .
Major General 0. 0. HOWARD, LL.D.,
PRESIDENT.
H. S. WASHBURN, 1230 Sixth street, N.W.
PRINCIPAL.
S T U D E N T S ,
Alexander, George A., 
Bell, James,
Bolton, Hoffman, 
Bowie, Lewis,
Boyce, Natlian,
Brent, Calvin F., 
Brooks, John E., 
Brown, Alfred, 
Brown, Dennis, 
Brown, Louis B., 
Butcher, J. W., 
Cajay, John,
Cliew, Abraliam, 
Clark, J. W.,
Conte, Daniel, 
Cornell, Washington, 
Eaton, John W., Jr., 
Fearinger, Warren, 
Fisher, David A.,
Washington, D C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Frederick, Md. 
Washington, D. C. 
Fredericksburg, Va. 
Prince George Co., Md. 
Prince George Co., Md. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Camdem, Del. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
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Francis, John R., 
Freeman, B. C., 
Freeman, William B., 
Goodrich, Albert, 
Gray, Richard A., 
Groan, A. W.,
Gryme, Charles F., 
Hall, William J„ 
Hardy, Daniel,
Hays, James,
Hicks, Haywood,
Hill, Joseph E., 
Jackson, Jacob, 
Johnson, C.,
Johnson, .1. F.,
Jones, John A., 
Ketchum, Charles E., 
Ivetchnm, J. J.,
King, John W.,
Lewis, S. S.,
Martin, George, 
Madella, Cornelius, 
Minefield, M. C., 
Moore, William H., 
Paynter, James H., 
Peck, N. R.,
Phelps, George B., 
Renfro, George W., 
Ringgold, Bennett, 
Rice, Charles, 
Robinson, E. J.,
Ross, R. R.,
Sanders, James S., 
Sarricks, William, 
Savoy, Edward A., 
Scott, Charles R., 
Simpson, Thomas, 
Simms, John E., 
Smallwood, James, 
Smallwood, Thomas, 
Smith, Arthur A., 
Stewart, C. A., 
Walker, James H., 
Walter, Warrington, 
Weems, John S.,
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, I). C. 
Washington, D C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C, 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
North Andover, Mass. 
Crab Orchard, Ky. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. 0. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Port Royal, Va. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
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Williams, Joseph II., 
Wilson, Robert,
Young, J. C.,
Zorris, William,
Brent, Rebecca,
Brooks, Bettie, 
Counselor, Mrs. Martha, 
Duffield, E. A., 
Ingraham, Martha,
J ones, Mary,
Lee, M. E.,
Loundon, Caroline, 
Lowe, rhocbe A., 
Murphy, Mrs. Elizabeth, 
Paul, Martha,
Sliaw, Eveline, 
Randolph, Ella, 
Shanklin, Mary, 
Webster, Hattie, 
Williams, Mrs. Livinia.
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Prince George Co.,Md. 
Washington, D. C* 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, 1). C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D, C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Commercial Students, 84.
This department has been organized with a view to fur­
nish opportunities for a thorough practical education to 
those who look forward to some business employment, 
and who have not the time nor the means to pursue a com­
plete classical, scientific, or professional course.
comtSES or study.
There are two courses of study: A Shorter Course, to 
include instruction in arithmetic and its applications to 
commercial transactions: in grammar, and the appropriate 
forms of business; in book-keeping, both by®’ - ' 1., and 
double entry, sufficient to enable one to keep a . ^ of books 
for the ordinary avocations in life ; and in the principles 
of penmanship according to the Spencerian system. Also,
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instruction will be given in the simple principles of Law, 
such as every man, and especially every business man, 
ought to understand.
The Complete Course will include all before mentioned 
and in addition more thorough instruction in the science 
of accounts, as applied to partnership, complicated com­
pany business, agencies, exchange, commission, manufac­
turing, banking, shipping, and other forms of business; 
also more thorough instruction in commercial law.
A D M ISS IO N .
Applicants should be of sufficient age and attainments 
to comprehend the instruction given, and, as a rule, 
should be fifteen years old at least, and have a fair 
English educaton. To accommodate those whose early 
advantages have been limited instruction will be simplified 
as much as possible
Students, properly qualified, can enter this Depart­
ment at any time when it is in session, inasmuch as instruc­
tion is given to a great extent to individuals rather than 
to classes.. Application can be made in writing or in 
person.
L O C A T IO N  AN D  H O U R S .
This Department occupies the east parlor of the Congre­
gational Church, corner of Tenth and G streets, and holds 
its sessions from 6 to 10 p. m., thus accommodating those 
who are connected with the Departments of Government 
and those who may labor otherwise during the day.
C E R T IF IC A T E S  A N D  D IP L O M A S .
Certificates of progress and attainment will be given at 
any time by the instructors in the Department; and to
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those who complete the course satisfactorily a diploma 
will be given by the proper officers of the Institution.
T U IT IO N .
Instruction in the branches of the shorter course is, for 
the present, fixed at §2.00 per calender month, payable 
monthly in advance; and for the complete course at §3.00 
per month.
M U S I C A L  D E P A R T M E N T .
T H I R D  Y E A R .
F A C U L T Y .
Major (iKNKiur. 0. 0. HOWARD, LL.D.,
PRESIDENT.
GABRIEL L. FORD,
INSTRUCTOR.
STUDENTS.
Anler, Virginia E„ Philadelphia, Pa.
Conic]*, Charles 0. L.f Washington, D. C.
Fisher, Ruth R,, Washington, D. C.
Gladuian, Ottawa A., Lynchburg, Va.
Hagan, Fannie E.f Williamsport, Pa.
Hale, Sarah J., Montgomery, Ala.
Hobson, Mary F., Richmond, Va.
Jones, Sarah, Oberlin, Ohio.
Ivinckle, Alice W., Lynchburg, Va.
McLemore, Virginia, Montgomery, Ala.
Hash, William M., Columbia, S.C.
Orrick, Mary K., Winchester, Va.
Page, Eleanora, Washington, D. C.
Perkins, Fannie, Lynchburg, Va.
Rnmbley, Georgian a A., Philadelphia, Pa.
Seaton, Constance G., Alexandria, Va.
Smith, Anna V., Atlanta, Ga.
Tappan, Minnie, Denver, Col.
Thompson, William H., Yonkers, N- Y.
Vogel sail g, Th ereso T., Annapolis, Md.
Warrick, Mary W., Lynchburg, Va.
10 Pupils in Music, 21.
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C O U R SE  O F S T U D Y .
The course of study includes thorough instruction in 
the rudiments of vocal and instrumental music, in connec­
tion with the elements of musical composition, harmony 
and thorough bass. The pupils are graded in two divisions; 
the first division taking Richardson’s Advanced School 
and Johnson’s Thorough Bass, with the studies of distin­
guished authors. The second division is composed of 
beginners in Richardson’s Modern School.
Both divisions unite in a class, on Friday of each week, 
for a review of rudiments with blackboard exercises. A t 
these meetings one pupil, at least, is required to prepare 
and play for the benefit of the class. Advanced pupils 
are, also, requested to furnish music for monthly rhetori- 
cals. All study and practice hours are under strict 
regulations, and two pianos are in constant use by the 
pupils.
TERMS.
One quarter, 24 lessons on pianoforte......................................$12 00
One quarter use of piano, daily, one hour..................................3 00
“  “ “ two hours............................... 5 00
Cultivation of the Voice one quarter, 24 lessons.......................15 00
Harmony and Thorough Bass......................................................5 00
Thorough instruction in the rudiments of vocal music 
will be given to classes, composed of any members of the 
Institution who wish it, without extra charge.
GENERAL INFORMATION.
«
U N IY E R S T IY  B U IL D IN G S .
There are nine buildings already in use. The principal 
University edifice is four stories in height, and contains 
rooms for lectures and recitations, a chapel, library, philo­
sophical rooms, museum and offices. Miner Hall for young 
ladies is three stories in height above the basement and 
will accommodate one hundred students and instructors.
The basement is arranged and furnished for all purposes 
of a Boarding Hall.
Clark ITall for young men will accommodate two hun­
dred students with rooms. In its basement is a large 
room adapted to military drills and gymnastic exercises.
Another building, now ready for use, contains a chapel 
and rooms for the accommodation of the* Normal Depart­
ment.
The buildings for the Medical Department and hospital, 
with their grounds, adjoin the University park. The 
general hospital connected with this Department will 
accommodate over four hundred patients.
T H E  D IF F E R E N T  D E P A R T M E N T S ,
Already organized, wholly or in part, are the Normal, 
Preparatory, Collegiate, Theological, Industrial, Law, 
Medical, Military, Commercial and Musical. Every De­
partment is open to all applicants who possess mental and, 
moral fitness.
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L IB R A R Y , C A B IN E T , ETC.
Six rooms, fitted up with care, have been set apart, one 
for the library, one for the cabinet, of minerals, one for the 
museum of curiosities, one for the picture gallery, and two 
for models, illustrating the various industries of the 
country, received from the Commissioner of Patents.
The Library numbers about 7350 volumes. It embraces 
a large and valuable list of works on eclesiastical, general 
and natural history; biblical, theological and medical 
works; prison and reformatory statistics; poetical, educa­
tional and miscellaneous books.
A ll students of the University are allowed to draw books, 
subject to the regulations.
The Mineral Cabinet is furnished with proper cases, in 
which the geological and 1 ninoralogical specimens have 
been carefully arranged. Valuable additions have been 
made during the past year; and the collection now contains 
numerous fossils, minerals and rocks, including fine 
specimens of American and foreign marbles, building 
materials, marine productions, ores in duplicate and trip­
licate of the various precious metals and Indian relics 
from Arizona. The entire collection contains over 5000 
specimens.
The Museum, in another room, contains various articles 
illustrative of foreign and American history. Of the latter 
class are many curious objects relating to the recent civil 
war. One case in this room is devoted to coins, medals 
and curious notes. The collection of coins is quite exten­
sive. Large and valuable additions have been made to 
the museum during the year.
The Picture Gallery has been largely increased, and con­
tains portraits of distinguished women, authors, scientific 
men, generals, statesmen and philanthropists; valuable 
views of the late war and steel plate engravings of various
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subjects; also twenty nine photographic views of classic 
ruins in Rome.
The Trustees are desirous of enlarging the collections 
in these departments, and solicit contributions from all 
friends of the instiution. Such gifts will always be 
acknowledged by the President and Librarian over their 
own signatures.
L A B O R .
The institution through its officers will do all in its 
power to secure aid, in the form of pay for labor done, for 
all worthy students who have little or no means; yet it 
cannot promise any definite amount of work, or support 
without work, for any definite number of students.
During the past year many students have supported 
themselves, wholly or in part, by manual labor and in 
other ways. Rot a few have found, through their Rcprc- 
senatives, positions as clerks, messengers and watchmen 
in the Departments of Government. Others have found 
work at their trades—such as carpentering, tailoring, paint­
ing and blacksmithing. Others still have acted as jani­
tors, watchmen and laborers, in the University buildings 
and on the grounds. It is true here, as it ever is elsewhere, 
that the industrious and faithful can find work at good pay.
N E E D S.
Many of the students need pecuniary assistance to enable 
them to pursue their studies. Such aid has been extended 
to the most needy and deserving as the state of the fund 
raised for that purpose would allow. Still, much more 
liberal help is required to enable the institution to pro­
vide for all applicants who earnestly desire a good educa­
tion.
There is still need in each of the departments of large 
additions to the endowments.
GENERAL SUMMARY OF STUDENTS.
Graduates—
Normal Department...................................................................... 10
Preparatory Department................................................................ 21)
Collegiate Department.................................................................. :>
Law Department............................................................................ IT
Medical Department......................................................................  11
Total Graduates................................................................  70
Undei: g r aduates—
Normal Department.......................................................................25H
Preparatory Department............................................................... 100
Collegiate Department..................................................................  85
Theological Department.................................................  20
Law Department............................................................................. 07
Medical Department.....................................................................  45
Commercial Department................................................................ 84
Musical Department....................................................................... 21
616
Deduct names repeated......................................................49
Total Undergraduates...................................................... 567
Total number in attendance during the year ending
December 1,1872. 637
C A L E N D A R - l 8 7 2 7  3.
1872.
Sept. 11.— Autumnal Term began in Academ ical and Theological 
Departments - W ednesday.
Oct. 7.— Law and M edical Departments opened - M onday.
Dec. 18 -20 .— Examination in Academical Departments,
W ednesday, Thursday and Friday.
D ec. 20.— Autumnal Term ends in all Departments, - Friday. 
WINTER VACATION, (Thirteen Days.)
1873.
Jan. 2.— W inter Term begins in all Departments - Thursday. 
Feb. 27.— Anniversary o f the Law Department - Thursday. 
Keb. 28.— Anniversary o f  the Medical Department - Friday.
March 2 0 -2 8 .—  Examination in Normal and Preparatory
Departments - Wednesday, Thursday, Friday.
March 28.— W inter Term ends in Academical, Theological
and Law Departments - Friday.
A pril 2.— Spring Term begins in Academical, Theological
and Law Departments - - - W ednesday.
June 1 1 -1 8 .— Examination in Academ ical Departments,
W ednesday, Thursday, Friday, Monday Tuesday. 
June 13.— Anniversary o f  the Normal Department - Friday. 
June 16.— Anniversary o f  the Preparatory Department - Monday. 
June 17.— Anniversary o f  the Theological Department - Tuesday. 
June 18.— Commencement— Collegiate Department - W ednesday.
SUMMER VACATION, (Thirteen W eeks.)
Sept. 17.— Autumnal Term begins in all Departments,
except the M edical W ednesday.
Oct. 6.— Medical Department opens - Monday.
